Earthquake Fact-Finder: Activity for kids

Objective: To discover Arkansas earthquake facts. (3rd grade and up).

Folding Directions: Cut out the earthquake fact-finder along the dotted line. Fold the corners outward along the thick blue line. Fold the corner inwards along the square containing the Arkansas Geological Survey emblem. Fold the final square into fourths. Open carefully so that the images of Arkansas are facing upward and numbers are on the inside.
Instructions: One student holds the fact-finder open and asks a second student to choose a number displayed inside. The first student opens and closes the fact-finder the same number of times to ”shuffle” the facts. Next, the second student picks a number and the first student opens the flap to read the earthquake fact hidden beneath. Once the fact is read, close the fact finder. Finally, ask the second student to correctly identify the physiographic region pictured on the outside flaps for which the earthquake fact pertains. Repeat and take turns.